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Perceived Effectiveness of PC4 TDs

A EVALUAllON OF TEE PERCEM!?D E F F E C m m OF PERTONAL
COMPVTERA'C24TiON TlltLllVING DEWCES FOR R V S m m N T FLIGHT TRAINING

I

ABSTRACT

As personal computer aviation training devices (PCATDs) come into wider use fbr indmmmt fl@t trainin& the
question ofthe e%x$iveness of these devices contimesto be asked. This paper reportst h e m of a survey designed
to measure the perceived effectiveness of PCATDs fbr various lessons in instrument flight training.Flight studerrks and
flight instructors who utilized PCATDs for 12 specific flight lessons were admini.ctered a Likert-scalequestiomaire
which requested an eEectivenessrating for each lesson.The perceived effectivenessofFCATDs fbr use in assignments
outside the curriculum was also investigated. The PCATDs were rated to be most e&ctive in the fhght lessonsthat
intmduced a new concept, versus lessons that reviewed a concept already known. The devices were rated as very
effective fbr additional student practice beyond the curriculum.
INTRODUCTION
Ground training devices have long been used to
teach students basic instrument flight skills. The device
which has been most commonty used in the last several
decades is a flight training device 0).
Although there
are seven levels of Fl'Ds, such devices generally replicate
an aircraft cockpit and often have a basic visual display
system. FTDs are cumdy used for instnrmenttraining in
the *ty
of leadinguniversity flight training programs,
as well as at smaller flight schools nationwide.
AnewtypeofgroundtrainbgdRrice,thepemmal
computer aviation training device (PCATD) has become
available to flight students and their inshuctors in the last
decade.These devicestypically consist of a generic aircraft
control consolewhich provides the flightcontrols necessary
for performing flight manewers, as well as a visual display
on a PC monitor, consisting of the flight instNments seen
in an aircraft. PCATDs are typically Microma Windows
driven on a PC plathrm. The FAA reoogaized PCATDs as
a viable method of obtaining instnunent flight training
beginning in 1997, by allowing ten hours of PCATD
training to substitute for aircraft flight time in training for
an instnunent rating (FAA, 1997). This decision caused
controversy within the indushy, as at that time there had
been little research into the effectiveness of PCATD
training.
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SincePCATDs offer a much lower cost alternative
to gmund4med flight training than FTDs, there continues
to be much interest in the viability of thesetminefs. There
have now been several studies investigating the transfer
elkctkeness oflearning from PCATDs to both FIPs and
to actual aimaft. These studies are discussed in detail in
the Review of Relevant Literature section of this article.
However, there appears to have been no studies to date
concerning the perceived effectiveness of PCATDs by the
sludents and btmctors who have utilized thesedevices in
instnunenttraining. At Parks College of Engineering and
Aviation of Saint Louis University, PCATDs have been
used as a part ofthe College's FAA Part 141 instrument
flight trainingcurriculum since the fall of 1997. This study
attempts to anatyze the @ved
effectiveness of these
devices for conducting such training from both the flight
student and flight instructor point of view.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this study was to gather data
regarding the experiences of Parks College instnunent
students and flight htructors in using the Colleges'
PCATDs. The specific research question investigatedwas:
"Do Parks College flight studats and instmaom perceive
PCATDs to be an effective instrument training device?"
Two very similar Likert-scale questiquestionnaires were

developedforuseinthisstudy.Onequesti~nnairewasused
b 53
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for the collection of flight student opinions, and other for
the collectionofflight instructor opinions. Each questionin
the survey addressed the effectiveness perceived for a
specific flight lesson conducted in a PCATD, of which
there was a total oftwelve. In addition, the survey included
several questions regarding whether the PCATDs were
used for assignments outside ofthe curriculum and their
perceived effectiveness when used in this manner. A
comment area was also provided for statements any
participant desired to make regarding the use of the
PCATDs in the cmicu!um.

Review of Relevant Literature
There have been several studies which evaluated
the effectiveness of PCATDs by measuring tramfix of
learning to either a FTD or an aircraft. Oritz (1993)
conducted a study which used a PCATD to provide initial
training in visual flight maneuvers for student pilots. This
study found there was a positive t.m&er of learning from
the PCATD to an aircraft. Another study regarding the
eBectheness of PCATDs was conducted at the University
of Illinois during the 1994-1995 academic year (Taylor,
Lintem, Hulin,Talleur, Emanuel, Phillips, 1997). This
study evaluated a PCATD in a transfer of training
experiment to evaluate its ability to assist in instrument
flight training. The researchers found that the level of
savings in airplane flight time varied from negative 25% to
positive W/i depending on the particular tasks involved.
However, generally speaking, the transfer savings were
positive, m
c
u
l
a
r
l
y when new maneuvers were being
introduced.
A study conducted by Homan and Williams
(1997) at Arizona State University compared the
effmeness of PCATDs versus FTDs in preparing
instrument flight students to perform distance measuring
equipment @ME) arcs. In this study, the researchers found
that practice in either the PCATDs or the FTDs used in the
study d t e d in improved overall performance in
performing DME arcs. The PCATDs were found to be as
effective as the FIDs in the parameter of maintaining
appropriate distance on the DME arc. However, the
PCATDs were not as &&rive as the FIDs in improving
altitude control. In an earlier study conducted at Parks
College (Beckman, 2000) the comparative eEcctivenessof
PCATDs and FTDs in preparing students for the specific

instnunent flight training skill of holding patterns was
evaluated. It was found that PCATDs and FTDs were
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equally effective in preparing instrument flight Writs to
perform holding patterns in a TB-9 aircraft.
In summary, there have been several W e s
which have evaluated the eff&eness of PCATDs. Each
ofthe above mentioned studies attempted to providea swjse
of the amount of transfer of learning that occurredfrom a
PCATD to either a FTD or an aircraft. The W g s have
been varied, with PCATDs appearing to be eff*
in
some areas of flight trainin& and perhaps not as effective
in others.
To date, there has been no published research
regarding the views ofthe users of PCATD's. Since flight
students and immctors have now been using these devices
for several years, their ideas and pemeptions regarding the
usefulness of these devices may be of interest to the
educational community.While some readers may contend
that descriptive research is not as "scientificn as would be
desired, survey methodology has a long history in
educational research. Borg and Gall (1989) state, "Studies
involving surveys account for a substantial proportion of
the research done in the field of education...a wide range
of educational problems can be investigated in survey
researchn. Likewise, Gay (1992) concludes that "the
descriptive method is useful for investigating a variety of
educational problemsn. Thus,this study attempts to add to
the overall picture that is developing regarding the
effixthaess ofPCTAD usage through surveying the users
of the devices.
METHODOLOGY

Subjects The study population consisted of those students in the
Parks CollegePart 141trainingprogram who were enrolled
in Aemcience 111(Commercial ground school) during the
Fall 2000 and Spring 2001 semesters, and the flight
hstmctors on staff at Parks College during the Spring 2001
semester. Fiffy-seven instrument flight students and twelve
flight hstmctors participated in the study. Each surveyed
student had utilized the Colleges' Jeppesen FS-200
PCATDs for twelve lessons in their instnment training
curriculum. This specific PCATD represents a high
performance single-engine aimaft, and consists ofa flight
console displayed on a 20 inch monitor. The system is
driven by an IBM compati'ble Pentium, 100MHz petsonal
computer. A pilot yoke and rudder controls are also part of
the PCATD system.
Each surveyed student had completed their
JAAER, Spring 2003
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instrument graduation checkride. This was to insure that
each participant had not only completed the PCATD
componentoftheCWTicUlun,buttheFTDco~tand
the aircraft component as well. This was impor&uU,since
a student in the midst of instrument flight training would
not likely have as accurate a perception regarding the
effectiveness of various components of their training as a
student who had completed the training in its entimy and
could reflect on the entire experience. Flight instructor

participantsinthesu~eyhadinsrruaedatleastonestudent
through the entire Parks College insbument curriculum.
Again, theability to d e c t on the entirety ofthe instnrment
training curriculum, along with the part the PCATD's
played in that training, was amsidezedcritical to oMaining
the most informed response posiile.
Student response rate was excellent (loo%),
since the survey was completed during their required
Commerciat ground school class. However, only slightly
mo& than hatf(57%) of the flight insmcm staffwhowere

Instrument
Each subject completed a Likert-style
questionnaire regarding perceived effectiof the
PCATDs for each lesson conducted in the device. As
mentioned previously, in the Parks College instiument
training curriculum, there are a total of twelve PCATD
lessons. Four PCATD lessons involve basic attitude
instrument flight, five PCATD lessons involve instnunent
navigation, and three PCATD lessons involve instiument
approaches. In Table 1 a listing of the twelve questions
regarding lesson effectiveness can be seen. On the
questionnaire,students and imtructorswere ableto indicate
the level of perceived effectivenesson a scale from 1 (vey
effective) to 5 (very ineffedhe)).To assist in their memory
of the lessons, each respondent was given the opportunity
to refer back to the specific lesson page in the fight
camiculum, where more detail regarding the specific
content and mpinmmts of each lesson was provided.

~edtodosochosetorespondtothesurvey.

----- -

I

I

Questions Regardhg Effectiveness of PCATDs in Cumdam

-

1. Lesson 5 1 Introduction to basic attit.deinshum- flight
2. Lesson 52 - Continued introduction to h i c afihde instnunentfliaht
Lessan55-Introductiontopaltlalpanel~
4.Lesson 56 - Continued partiaI panel fight; Unusual attitudes;hitduction to magnetic compass tums
5. Lesson 62 - Review VOR orientationl'navigation;Introduction to simple holding patterns (no wind, direct
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In addition to the Questions seen in Table 1, the
use of theFCATDsfor additionalreinfoxanentoutsidethe
curriculum was explored. Each student was asked to
indicatewhether their instructorhad assigned homework in
the PCATDs, and if they had, what that assignment had
been. They were also asked to indicate the perceived
elTectiveness of the assignments they received. Another
series of questions probed whether students had ever taken
the initiative to pmctice in the PCATDs of their own
accord. If they had, they were again asked what they had
worked on, aud how effective they perceived that
experience to
Flight instructor participants were asked if they
had ever assigned homework in the PCATDs, ofwhat those
assignments consisted, and how effective they thought the
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PCATDs had been for accomplishing that homework.
Imtwtors were also asked to indicate if any of their
studentshad practiced on their own, and how effectivethat
practice had been. Finally, space was provided for
qualitativecommentsregardingPCATD~essifthe
respondeat desired to provide such.

Perceived Effectiveness of PCATDI in an Insbament
TrPinin~Curriculum
Resub
The results of the student and instructor PCATD
surveys regarding the effectiveness ofPCATDs as a part of
the instrument trainingcurriadm canbe seen in Table 2.

JAAER, Spring 2003
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TABLE 2
STUDENTS
Number of re~pomes
5 Mean Std.
Rating Dev.
Lesson 51
7
34
15
2
0 2.21 -69
Lesson 52
2
28
18
9
1 2.64 .85
Lesson 55
3
,28
13
11
3 2.71 1.0
Lesson 56
3
7
9
26
13 3.67
1.1
Lesson 62
8
33
13
3
1 2.24
.81
Lesson 63
-8
30
13
6
1 2.34 .90
Lesson 66
'11
33
10
4
0 2.12 -79
Lesson 67
4
20
25
8
1 2.69 -86
Lesson 68
1
26
19
8
4 2.79 .94
Lesson 78
6
33
12
6
1 2.36 .87
9
6
2 2.43 .92
Lesson 79
5
33
7
1 2.50 -86
Lesson 82
4
30
16
-g

1

2

3

4

Percent
Effedve
71%
52%
53%
17%
71%
66%
76%
41%
47%
67%
66%
59%

INSTRUCTORS
Number of response8
,Rating

Lesson 51
Lesson 52
Lesson 55
Lesson 56
Lesson 62
Lesson 63
Lesson 66
Lesson 67
Lesson 68
Lesson 78
Lesson 79
Lesson 82

1

2

3

4

0
1
0
1
2
1
3
1
1
2
2
2

6
2
4
0
4
7
5
3
2
5
5
4

1
3
2
1
3
0
2
3
6
1
1
2

1
2
3
4
2
3
1
2
0
3
3
3

5 Mean
Rating
4 3.25
4 3.50
3 3.42
6 4.17
1 2.67
1 2.67
1 2.33
3 3.25
3 3.17
1 2.67
1 2.67
1 2.75

Std.
Dev.
1.36
1.33
1.18
1.14
1.17
1.17
1.18
1.30
1.21
1.25
1.25
1.23

Percent
Effective
50%
25%
33%
8%
50%
67%
67%
33%
25%
58%
58%
50%

Rating Legend:
1-very &ktive
2=Effective
3 = N d
4=In&'ve
5=Very in&&e
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The data seen in the "Number of Responses in
Each Category" section ofthis Table indicates the number
of times each responsewas indicated. The "Mean Rating"
column indicates the mean response oftheparticipants, the
"Std. Dev." Column indicatesthe standard deviation ofthe
reponses, and the "Percent Effectivencolumn indicatesthe
percentage of participants that rated the lesson as either
Very effectiven or "effkaid"' The student participants
indicated that each lesson, with the exceptionof Lesson 56,
was better than neutral (ratingmean less than 3.0) in terms
ofeffectiveness.The flight htmctor participants indicated
that six ofthe twelve iessons were better than neutral in
terms of e f f ' m
The.mean efkctiveness of all the
lessons was 2.56 for saidents and 3.04 for hst~ctors.

Discussion
The lessons students indicated as most eEective
included Lessons 51, 62, 63, 66, 78, 79, and 82. The
lessons that instructors rated most effective included

Lessons 62,63,66,78,79, and 82. With the exception of
Lesson 51, it is interesting to note that identical lessons

wereindicatedas@ectkbybothinsmctorsandstndents
The common denominatorfor each ofthe lessonsthat were
indicated "effectiven is that they were each an introdwtory
lesson to a new skill. In contrast, Lessons 67 and 68, which
provided continued practice in holding patterns and
holdmg pattern entries, were not seen as efSxtive by
hbuctors. Although students did find these lessons
effective, they were not ranked as highly as the lessons
which introduced new concepts.
If the lessons are grouped by lype, Lesson 51,52,
55, and 56 are Basic Attitude lnsbmment lessons. Lesson
a
m lessons,
62,63, and 66 are bmduaion to Holding P
Lessons 67 and 68 are Continued Holding Pattern lessons,
and Lessons 78,79, and 82 are Intmdwtion to Appmch
lessons. The mean efFectheness rated by both hstrucbrs
and studen& for these groupings can be seen in Table 3.

Table 3
Mean Effectiveness

Rating
Student

Lessons 5 1,52,55,56
Lessons 62,63,66
Lessons 67,68

Basic Attitude Instrument
Holding Pattern Intduction
Holding Pattern Practice

It is interesting to note that both instructors and
studentsranked the groupings in the following order (from
most effb3.h to least effective) - Holding Pattern
inlrodwtion, Approach intduction, Holding pattern
Continuedl'ractice, and Basic Attitude Inshument lessons.
This analysis also supports the conclusion that both
khuctorsandstudentsfindin~orylessonstobemost
beneficial in PCATDs, while later lessons on a given topic
are more e f f i e l y W e d in an FII)or airplane. This
finding is consistent with the research of Taylor, et. al.
(1997) at the University of Illinois, which indicated that
lesser fidelity devices are appropriate for early stages of
learning, with higher fidelity devices required for later
stages.
It is interesting to note that theBAI lessons are not
as highly regarded as effective as other " i n m r y n
lessons. Perhaps the reason for this is that students are
Page 58
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2.81
2.23
2.74

Instructor
3.59
2.56
3.21

exposed to BAI training, albeit in a limited hishion, during
their M t e Pilot training, so the concept is not truly
"new" when introduced in hstmment training.
The universal rankingof Lesson 56 as Mective
by both students and instructorswas found to have a simple
explanation. This lesson included a large segment of
practice time involving magnetic compass turns.
UnfommteJy, the Jeppesen FS-200 PCATDs do not
accurately simulatethe magnetic dip errors of a magnetic
compass. The "magnetic compass" indicator in these
PCATDs fimclionslike a heading indicator,and so students
were unable to experience the difficulties of actual
magnebc compass turns. This problem is one specific to
this particular software, and should readily be able to be
Ov-.
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Perceived Effectivenew of PCATDs for Homework
Assienments
Rwalts
The results of the responses to the questions
regarding homework can be seen in Table 4. Thirty-nine
percent of the students surveyed indicated that their
instructors had assigned homework in the PCATDs. Of
those who said they were assigned homework, a mean
effectiveness of 2.8 was indicated. Sixty-seven percent of

the students surveyed indicated that they had practiced on
their own in the PCATDs (without a specific assignment
from their instructor), and indicated a mean effkctiveness
of 2.57 for these practice sessions.
Every instructor who completed the survey
indicated that they assigned homework in the FCATDs to
their students, and indicated a mean effectiveness of 2.18
for these assignments (see Table 4).

Table 4
STUDENTS

Assigned Homework?

.

Yes
22

No
35

Percent Assigned Homework
39%

No
14

Percent That Practiced
67%

No
0

Percent Assigned Homework
lW!

No
8

Percent Whose Students Practiced
33%

Mean Effectiveness Sndicated = 2.8

PracticedonOwn?

Yes
29

Mean Effectiveness Indicated = 2.57
INSTRUCTORS
Assigned Homework?

Yes
12

Mean Effectiveness Indicated = 2.18

Practiced on Own?

Yes
4

Mean Effectiveness Indicated = 1.25

;

Only 33% of the instructors sumeyed indicated that their
students used the PCATDs on their own. However, of the
four instructors which did indicate their stuck& practiced
on their own, a mean eflkctiveness of 1.25 was indicated.
Discussion
It seems likely that many times students have not
communicated to their instructors when they practice on
their own in a PCATD, and also likely that there is

JAAER, Spring 2003
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miscommunicationregarding instructor assignments(since
lW! of participating instructors reported assigning
homework, while only 39% of the students reported
receiving it!). Even with this discrepancy, both imtrwtors
and students seem to feel that homework, whether assigned
or initiated by the student, can be effectively performed in
the PCATDs. Since individual students are unable to
"practiceceon their own in a FTD, U ~ i sis yosslily au
important function for PCATDs.
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Participant Comments Regarding Perceived
Effectiveness
In addition to the Likert scale items in the survqr,
the following openitem was included: "Comments
regarding the effedwness of the PCATDs for imfmment
training", with several blank lines provided for participant
response. Table 5 cootains the actual comments made by
survey participants, divided into positive, neutral, and
negative responses. Ofthe nine inshuctors who mponded
to this question, there was one negative and one neutral
comment,while the other seven comments were positive.

Five of the nine indicated speMcaUy in their comments
that the PCATDs were most a v e for introdudgr
lessons. Of the student participants, there were three
negative responses, four neutral responses, and thirteen
positive responses. As with the flight instructor
participants,a numberof studentparticipantsalso indicated
that the FCATDs were most beneficial when used for
inmductory lessons. Thisfinding supportsthe conclusions
drawn
from the m e y data.

-
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Qualitative Comments Regrvding Effectiveness
Instmctors (9 of 12 commented):
Negative
"I feel they are not that effective"
Neutral
"Only time I thought PCATD was a good learning tool was intro to holding patterns"
Positive
"Somewhat bemlicial for introductory lessons"
"I think they are very usefuln
"It is a rally good way for students to practice with no cost"
"Less time when used"
"It provides a good introduction with an instructor, but should be utilized more by students for their own
practice"
"I think they are effective for intro lessons so the students don't have to deal with the FIP pitch sensitivity"
"For the holds and approaches I found the PCATDs a good way to introduce the maneuvers. For the BAI
maneuvers the PCATDs were not as good, as I could not fail instruments at the exact moment I wanted them to
fail"

-

Students (20 out of 58 commented)
Negative
"Dual lessons are useless in those things. The only thing they are good for is going to practice on your own

time"
"It would be easier to be introduced in the FTD"
"PCATDs are not very effective. They are only good while doing holds"

Neutral

"They are &&%be for navigation and approach type work, but with basic attitude, not so much"
"I feel it helps to get a general idea about approaches and holds, but it doesn't necessarily help a tremendous

amount"
"I think that they are overused. They are ok for some intro lessons but there is too much of it in the curriculum''
"The PCATDs are very useful for practice by the student but it is unnecessary to have lessons with an imtmctor"
Positive
"The PCATDs are a good visualization tool for these procedures"
"I feel that the PCATDs are great for an intmduction into these parts of flyingn
"Overall, I think the PCATDs are useful and effktke. They better serve for initial tmhhg"
"They were a good introduction to certain concepts to prepare for entering into the Frasca's rather than for
extensivetraining"
"They were good for an introduction to what was going on"
"Helps for hasic introduction"
"The PC's are goad for introdwing new material except for partial p e l "
They are great to be able to visualize what you are doing, so they really help you when introducing something
new and for extra practice on your own"
"They helped learning procedures"
holds, since they took me the longest to master. The PC helped me see my
"I usually used the PC's to pra*
mistakes."
"I think they are helpful to introduce topics, especially BAI, but they are demmingly useful as the night
objectives become more annplex"
"The PC! sims ate extremely boring, but effective in providing a solid foundation to basic instnunent theories
and procedures."
"The PC sim was pretty effective"

JAAER, Spring 2003
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Condusions
Bothflightinstruuorsand5ightstudentsactivein
the Parks College inshument curriculum indicated that,
based on their expe&me, some aspects of instrument
training could be effectively conducted in PCATDs. The
types of lessons that are perceived to be most efEcthe are
those that are htrodwtory in nature7 particularly
introduction to holding patterns, holding pattern entries,
and instnunent approaches. Basic attitude instrument
instructioninPCATDswasseenaslesseff',aswas
continuedpractice in holdingpattemsafterthe intmhctory
lessons.
In addition, h h r k assignments amdwkd in
PCATDs, whether instructor or student initiated, were
perceivedtobe&'inimpmvingperformanceonthe
elements practiced. From a qualitativeanalysis stadpoiit,
there were more comments that were positive in nature
regarding the effkcthms ofthe PCATDs than therewere
negative statements. This was true for both students and
flight instruction staff. This t M b g supports the survey
data indicating that both groups of mpondents feel that
PCATDs can be effective for specific elements of
instrument training.
Limitations
The findingsof this study are limited in that only
a small and specific -on,
Parks College shdents,
was m e y e d regarding a specific PCATD, the Jeppesen

FS-200. The conclusions drawn from this analysis may or
may not hold true for a larger, more diverse group or for a
different PCATD. In addition, since this was a qualitative
study7 it was necessarily limited by the memory,
understandhg, and overall attitudes of the subjects which
participated. For future studies ofthis type, it may be useful
to try to define " ~ e s s ' ' more clearly for the
paIticipants.
Research into the e f f ' e n e s s of PCATDs, both
from a transfer of training analysis perspective and from a
user perspective, needs to continue. This study has
attempted to evaluate the attitudes ofthe users of PCATDs
as an important component of the overall picture, but is
certainly not a npkement for mtinued research into
transfer of training issues. Continued and expanded
research in both arenas will allow identification of the
optimal role for PCATDs to play in instrument flight
training. Whether they are most valuable for introducing
initial skills, for providing an avenue for students to
W c e emerging skills on their own, or perhaps even as a
method of maintaiuing instnunent curffncy has yet to be
mlved. Only with continued probing ofthe correct role of

thesedeviceswilltheindusbybeab1etoutillz;ePCATDsto
their fullest potential. Given the cost advantage and ease of
studentaccessto PCATDsversus traditionalm s 7it seems
clear that PCATDs are here to stay. The challenge to the
training cmmmity is to correctly identify the optimal use
of these devices.

+
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